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ONIKUMA T305 Gaming TWS earbuds (White)

TWS ONIKUMA T305 White Headphones
Looking for comfortable and reliable TWS headphones that provide you with excellent sound quality? Opt for the ONIKUMA T305! They
are  distinguished  not  only  by  their  original  design  and  long  operating  time,  but  also  by  fantastic  sound  and  modern  Bluetooth  5.3
connectivity. Enjoy the comfort and discover your favorite songs anew!
 
Unique design
T305 headphones are lightweight, comfortable and pleasant to the touch. They fit perfectly in the ears and do not fall out of them - even
when you move a lot. What's more, the charging case designed for them is handy and compact enough for you to carry them with you at
all times. It will easily fit in your backpack or pocket! Its additional advantage is a stylish transparent closure, which not only looks great,
but also allows you to conveniently check its charging level - you don't have to open it every time.
 
Convenient touch operation
Enjoy  convenient  access  to  the  most  important  functions  of  the  headphones.  The  ONIKUMA  T305  are  equipped  with  practical  touch
panels that allow you to skip songs, pause and resume playback, handle incoming phone calls, adjust the volume and activate the voice
assistant,  among other things.  No longer do you have to reach for  your smartphone every time -  now everything you need is  at  your
fingertips.
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Long working time
ONIKUMA T305  headphones  are  perfect  for  home,  work  and  travel.  They  stand  out  for  their  long  working  time,  so  you  don't  have  to
charge them too often. Fully charged, they allow you to play music for about 4 hours or make phone calls for about 5 hours. Charging
them will not take long - about 2 hours is enough. In addition, the total operating time of the headphones with the case reaches 15 hours.
 
Great sound quality
Experience how fantastic your favorite songs can sound. The T305 headphones allow you to enjoy high-quality sound - deep bass, crisp
mid-range and ear-pleasing treble are sure to charm you. This is the perfect choice for any music lover!
 
Bluetooth 5.3
With  the  ONIKUMA T305,  transmission  problems  will  become only  an  unpleasant  memory.  The  headphones  support  Bluetooth  5.3,  so
they  can  provide  a  stable,  fast,  reliable  connection  in  almost  any  conditions.  Forget  about  interference,  delays  and  stuttering!  Now
nothing will stand in your way when you listen to your favorite songs, play games or watch TV series.
 
 
ManufacturerONIKUMAModelT305ColorWhiteBluetooth5.3RangeUp  to  10  mAudio  codecsSBC,  AACMusic  playback  timeApprox.  4  hTalk
timeApprox. 5 hHeadphone charging timeApprox. 2 hCharging time of the caseOk. 2 hDimensions62 x 35 x 31.6 mm

Preço:

€ 10.50
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